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All research- and curriculum-based Sequences of Learning have an Empirical and Logical Basis. 

The Empirical Basis means that all later concept Levels are both harder than and also include earlier concept Levels. 

The Logical Basis means that Specific earlier concept Levels are pre-requisites for specific later concept Levels. 

 

 

 

Based on current learning research, each Grade and Cross-grade Scope and Sequence is divided into Terms and Weeks. The four operations and place value are 
base Number concepts and are explicitly taught and investigated all year across all years and terms.  

Each Grade and Cross-grade Scope and Sequence includes a sample weekly program, that explicitly builds from early to later understanding to allow for inclusive 
student-led differentiation and intervention, and that explicitly programs related concepts to be taught and investigated simultaneously to allow for integration.   

 

 

 
Based on current learning research and curriculum, each Concept Sequence is divided into Grades.  

Each Concept Sequence explicitly builds from early to later understanding to allow for inclusive student-led differentiation and intervention, and explicitly embeds 
related concepts to be taught and investigated simultaneously to allow for integration. 
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1. To access the research- and 
curriculum-based Grade and Cross-
grade Scope and Sequences, we can 
select the link on the home page. 

2. Here we find the buttons that link to 
each Grade and Cross-grade Scope and 
Sequence. 

3. Each Grade and Cross-grade Scope 
and Sequence is organised in the same 
way.  

Page 1 of each Scope and Sequence 
contains a whole year overview of the 
concepts taught in the grade, explicitly linked 
to the Australian Curriculum, the NSW and 
Victorian Syllabus, and the Numeracy 
Progression.  

4. Page 10 contains a detailed explanation of 
the whole year overview.  
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7. Page 3, Page 5, Page 7, Page 9 each 
contain a sample weekly overview of the term 
on the preceding page. Each term’s sample 
program is divided into concepts.  

8. Page 12 contains a detailed explanation of 
the weekly overviews. 

5. Page 2, Page 4, Page 6, Page 8 each 
contain a sample term overview of all of the 
concepts taught in the grade – linked to the 
resources at A Learning Place A Teaching 
Place. Each term’s scope and sequence is 
divided into weeks.  

6. Page 11 contains a detailed explanation of 
the term overviews. 
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1. To access the research- and 
curriculum-based Concept Sequences, 
we can select the link on the home page. 

2. Here we find the buttons that link to 
each Concept Sequence. 

3. Each Concept Sequence traces understanding of the Concept from the lowest Level to the highest Level of 
primary school Mathematics.  

Concepts with a logical basis are in the same column to allow for easy differentiation. 

The Concept Sequences also embed Levels of related concepts, to allow us to teach and to allow children to 
investigate, related concepts simultaneously. 

4. Each numbered Level in the Concept 
Sequence is a link to that Level’s Teaching 
Resources. 
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